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Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy was used to study polycrystalline �-spodumene ��-LiAlSi2O6� as
well as glassy specimens with the same chemical composition. 7Li spin-lattice relaxation measurements were
carried out in a broad temperature range and for several Larmor frequencies. In addition to a pronounced rate
maximum at high temperatures, stemming from the long-range Li motion in these aluminosilicates, we found
a weak maximum in the crystalline modification near 120 K. The latter result confirms the existence of a local
double-well structure in which the Li ions reside. The ionic motion was also monitored by solid- and
stimulated-echo spectra as well as by the decay of the Jeener-Broekaert echo. Under conditions which are
discussed in detail, the latter is a direct measure of the hopping correlation function. For the glass this function
was found to decay faster and more stretched than that of the crystal at a given temperature. Furthermore, the
relevant barriers against the high-temperature long-range Li motion are larger in the crystal as compared to the
glass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium aluminosilicates with the composition
Li2O·Al2O3·nSiO2 include as crystalline representatives the
minerals eucryptite �LiAlSiO4�, spodumene �LiAlSi2O6�,
and petalite �LiAlSi4O10�.1 The corresponding glasses with
n=2, 4, and 8 are easily produced from the melt. Glass ce-
ramics, in particular those with the spodumene composition
�n=4�, find widespread application as tailored materials with
negligible thermal expansion due to the fact that the glass
and its crystalline counterpart have thermal expansion coef-
ficients with opposite signs.2 From a more fundamental point
of view, Li2O·Al2O3·nSiO2 has been used as a model sys-
tem to study the dependence of ion �Li+� movement and
conduction on the extent of structural order or disorder. The
properties of polycrystalline and of amorphous material with
the same chemical composition were, e.g., explored in com-
parative studies on LiAlSi2O6 glass and �-spodumene
��-LiAlSi2O6� polycrystals using NMR and conductivity
spectroscopy.3,4 In the present article we focus on 7Li NMR,
which is a valuable tool for the study of dynamics in various
ion conducting materials; for reviews see, e.g., Refs. 5 and 6.

The high-temperature phase �-LiAlSi2O6 is a stuffed de-
rivative of the quartz structure known as keatite and has the
tetragonal space group P43212 �or P41212�.7,8 The structure
consists of a three-dimensional aluminosilicate framework.
One-third of the silicon atoms is replaced by aluminum at-
oms at random. The charge of an AlO4

− group is in each case
compensated by a lithium ion. The structure shows zeolite
like channels. The channels parallel to both the a and b axes
have a free diameter of about 3 Å and are appreciably wider
than those parallel to the c axis. There are four sets of paired
sites for Li atoms per unit cell. Each Li atom occupies one of
the two sites in each pair. The distance between the two sites

is only 0.13 nm, which is too short for the Li atoms to oc-
cupy both simultaneously. The distance from a pair of sites
to the next pair is about 0.45 nm.

From the structure it appears that there are essentially two
different possible Li jump processes: long-range jumps from
one pair of Li sites to the next and a localized motion by
hops between the sites of a pair. Some aspects of the former
process were already studied in earlier NMR work.3 There
the spin-lattice relaxation rate T1

−1 of 7Li was measured from
150 K up to 930 K in the glass �which is slightly below the
glass transition temperature Tg�960 K� and up to 1300 K in
the polycrystalline material at various Larmor frequencies in
the range from 10 to 100 MHz. Pronounced T1

−1�T� maxima
were found at various temperatures, depending on the Lar-
mor frequency, in the regime from about 650 to 850 K and
were attributed to long-range jumps in glassy and crystalline
spodumene. One goal of the present paper is to study also the
localized Li ion motion systematically by spin-lattice relax-
ation rate measurements, extending previous results to lower
temperatures and higher frequencies. Further additional T1

−1

data in the high-temperature range will be presented. While
spin-lattice relaxation is most sensitive to relatively fast mo-
tions with motional correlation times close to the inverse
Larmor frequencies, echo techniques are generally more sen-
sitive to slower motions. To investigate the dynamics in the
time window of microseconds and longer we employ solid-
and stimulated-echo spectroscopy as well as the decay of the
Jeener-Broekaert echo.

Concerning other investigations in glassy and crystalline
spodumene performed hitherto, we mention that the spin-
lattice relaxation rate of the � emitter 8Li was measured9

down to temperatures of T=12 K using �-radiation-detected
NMR ��-NMR�. Here the probe nuclei are produced and
spin polarized in situ by the capture of polarized neutrons.10
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While this study is aimed at dynamical processes, structural
characterization was performed via 29Si and 27Al solid-state
NMR spectra as well as via positron annihilation lifetime
spectroscopy.11,12 Impedance measurements have been pre-
sented and discussed by various authors—e.g., Refs. 4 and
13–15. For lithium aluminosilicates the issue of comparing
motional correlation times obtained from NMR and from
conductivity measurements was dealt with in, e.g., Refs. 4
and 16–18. We further mention a computer simulation study
of Li ion migration in the �-spodumene structure.19

This paper is organized as follows: First, we will review
some features of the echo spectroscopy used in this work and
then in Sec. III we describe the experimental details. The
results of our experiments are subsequently presented, ana-
lyzed, and discussed in Sec. IV. Here we will first deal with
the spin-lattice relaxation and then with the solid-echo and
stimulated-echo spectra. This section is followed by a de-
scription of the evolution and the mixing time dependence of
the stimulated echo that we will synonymously call the
Jeener-Broekaert-echo in this article. Near the end of Sec. IV
the results for the Li motional correlation times of the glassy
and the crystalline samples are compared. Finally, in Sec. V
we summarize our findings.

II. 7Li SOLID-ECHO AND STIMULATED-ECHO
SPECTROSCOPY

For our measurements we used standard relaxometry
techniques, in addition to the solid-echo as well as the
Jeener-Broekaert-echo method.20 The latter, apart from an
early application,21 has only recently been used to study the
ultraslow dynamics of Li ion conductors.22–25 In the follow-
ing, we briefly summarize some theoretical aspects concern-
ing the echo techniques in nonrotating samples. Consider-
ations relevant to experiments carried out under conditions
of magic angle spinning will not be considered here.26

The systematic time evolution of the 7Li spins in nonspin-
ning samples is typically governed by the first-order quadru-
polar Hamiltonian27

ĤQ =
�Q

6
�3ÎzÎz − I�I + 1�� . �1�

Here �Q= 1
2�Q�3 cos2 �Q−1−�Q sin2 �Q cos2�Q� designates

the quadrupolar precession frequency in the rotating frame
and �Q= 1

2eqeQ /� is the anisotropy parameter for a nucleus
with spin quantum number I=3/2. �Q denotes the so-called
asymmetry parameter, and �Q and �Q specify the orientation
of the electrical field gradient tensor at the Li site with re-
spect to the external static magnetic field.

Solid-echo spectra can be generated using the sequence
X90°-tp-Y�2

-t-acquisition and subsequent Fourier transforma-
tion. Here tp denotes the evolution time, �2 the flip angle of
the second pulse, and t the detection time. Using a straight-
forward density matrix calculation,27 which neglects spin-
relaxation effects, the detectable signal intensity is given by
the trace of the density operator 	̂ with the appropriate spin

operator component. This was chosen here as Îy, since the

trace with Îx vanishes. One obtains

Tr�	̂�t�Îy� =
1

20
�− 5 − 9 cos��Qtp�cos��Qt�

− 3 cos��Qtp� − 3 cos��Qt� − 3 cos�2�2�


�1 + cos��Qtp�cos��Qt� − cos��Qtp�

− cos��Qt� − 4 sin��Qtp�sin��Qt��� . �2�

The detectable time-domain signal is written here to empha-
size the dependence on the second flip angle �2. If Eq. �2� is
regrouped, it is possible to identify three contributions: one
which does not depend on the detection time t, one which
depends on cos��Qt�, and one which depends on sin��Qt�.
After Fourier transformation with respect to the detection
time t these contributions yield the intensity of the central
component IC�tp�= 1

20�−5−6 cos��Qtp�sin2 �2−3 cos�2�2��,
that of the satellites IS= 1

20�−9 cos��Qt�−6 sin2 �2

−3 cos�2�2�cos��Qt��, and an out-of-phase component Ii

= 12
20 cos�2�2�sin��Qt�, respectively. When �Qtp→0 the ratio

IC / IS becomes

lim
�Qtp→0

IC

IS
=

2

3
,

i.e., independent of the second flip angle �2. In real experi-
ments a finite interpulse delay tp has to be chosen to over-
come finite receiver dead times. Under these circumstances
the ratio IC / IS does depend on �2. But for the experiment-
ally relevant quadrupolar frequencies �Q�2�
50 kHz and
tp=20 s, the ratio deviates from its theoretically expected
value by no more than 1% if one chooses �2=64°. This
result is in accord with a previous calculation, which takes
the quadrupolar evolution during the pulses into account, but
which focuses only on the �Q=0 case.28 The approach of the
present work does not refer to a particular choice of �Q. This
is important since in 7Li solid-state NMR �Q=0 will only
rarely be the case. We point out that our calculations are
based on taking the Fourier transform of the entire time-
domain signal. However, in the experiments discussed below
the signal starting at the echo maximum was transformed.

Jeener-Broekaert echoes can be generated using the pulse
sequence X�1

-tp-Y�2
-tm-X�2

-tp-acquisition. Under the sole
perturbation of the first-order quadrupolar Hamiltonian a
pure spin-alignment state can be generated during the mixing
time tm if proper phase cycling is employed.29,30 The total
signal corresponding to the three-pulse sequence then yields

S2�tp,tm,t�

= 9
20 sin �1 sin 2�2 sin 2�3 sin��Q�0�tp�sin��Q�tm�t� ,

�3�

which, after Fourier transformation with respect to the acqui-
sition time t, gives rise to a pure satellite spectrum. If, in
addition to Eq. �1�, homonuclear dipolar interactions among
the 7Li spins are included, additional signal contributions can
arise.24 In particular spectral components with frequencies
close to zero can then show up. A simplified calculation of
these effects demonstrated that central and satellite compo-
nents may not always be characterized by the same apparent
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phases.24 The spin-alignment state is in addition subject to
longitudinal relaxation processes which are not included in
Eq. �3�. These as well as changes in the precession frequen-
cies can be monitored by varying the mixing time tm. In Eq.
�3� these frequencies are correlated essentially at two points
in time. A higher-order characterization, which is possible
using three- and four-time stimulated-echo techniques also
for 7Li systems,30,31 was not attempted in the present work.

Within a simple two-spin approximation it was shown that
in the presence of homonuclear 7Li dipolar interactions
the first two pulses of the Jeener-Broekaert sequence gener-
ate a superposition of product states �l,l�cll�Tl0Tl�0 with even
L= l+ l� �Ref. 24�. Here Tl0 denotes an irreducible spherical
tensor operator of rank l and cll� an expansion coefficient.
For the discussion below it will be of relevance to recall that
under the action of a hard rf pulse characterized by the
propagator U� these operators transform according to
U�

−1Tl0U�= ±U180°−�
−1 Tl0U180°−�. Here the positive sign holds

for odd l �“mirror symmetry” with respect to a flip angle of
�=90°� and the negative one for even l. The latter condition,
with l then replaced by L, also holds if the rotation of two-
spin states is considered.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In the present work we studied glassy as well as crystal-
line specimens. The glassy material Li2O·Al2O3·nSiO2 was
prepared by mixing appropriate amounts of Li2CO3, Al2O3,
and SiO2, melting the mixture in a platinum crucible, and
subsequent quenching of the melt either by roller quenching
or by rapid cooling of the platinum container. The polycrys-
talline �-LiAlSi2O6 samples were taken from the batches
studied previously or they were obtained by recrystallizing
the glass as described in Ref. 3. We also prepared samples
using 6Li-enriched Li2CO3 �Eurisotop� in order to achieve
7Li: 6Li ratios down to 1:3. Since this did not alter the width
of the central NMR line significantly as compared to that of
the samples with natural abundance, the spectra of these
samples will not be discussed further in the present article.

For the measurements carried out at 46.1, 117.6, and
127.1 MHz, a previously employed homebuilt spectrometer
was used. The experimental conditions for the NMR mea-
surements have been described elsewhere.22 Spin-lattice re-
laxation times were measured using an inversion recovery
pulse sequence combined with a solid echo for detection.
Below, we present also some previously unpublished T1
measurements recorded at a Larmor frequency of 38.9 MHz;
see also Ref. 3. For the latter measurements a Bruker
MSL100 spectrometer was used together with a variable-
field �0–7 T� Oxford magnet.

Solid-echo spectra were taken with an interpulse delay of
20 s. For the spin-alignment spectra the first evolution time
tp and the mixing time tm were both typically set to 10 s.
Unless otherwise stated the flip angles of the pulses were
�1=90° and �2=�3=45° with the 90° pulse typically being
3 s long. For the phasing of all spectra a first-order phase
correction was applied to minimize the dispersive part of the
spectrum.

Below room temperature the measurements were carried
out using cryostats from Oxford Instruments and from Cryo-

vac. For the high-temperature experiments furnaces were
used which are similar in design to those described
elsewhere.32 The long-term �days� temperature stability was
about ±0.2 K in each case.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spin-lattice relaxation

In Fig. 1 we compare the spin-lattice-relaxation rates of
crystalline and of glassy spodumene as measured at Larmor
frequencies of 38.9 and 46.1 MHz. Overall a broad tempera-
ture range from 40 to 1300 K is covered. Some aspects of
the 38.9 MHz data acquired above room temperature which
also include the regime of the high-temperature flank of the
diffusion-induced peak were discussed previously.3 The spin-
lattice relaxation times recorded in the present work at some-
what higher Larmor frequencies nicely agree with the earlier
ones. Therefore it may suffice to note that in the crystalline
material the global maximum in T1

−1 occurs at a higher tem-
perature and is considerably larger than in the glass. The
temperature shift in the rate maximum is obviously due to
the fact that the mean jump rate is smaller and the average
potential barrier against ion migration is larger in the crystal
than it is in the glass. According to the Bloembergen-Purcell-
Pound �BPP� theory of spin-lattice relaxation33 at a maxi-
mum of T1

−1, the condition �L�C=0.62 is fulfilled. For
�L /2�=38.9 MHz this yields hopping correlation times of
�C=2.5 ns at 700 and 820 K for the glass and crystal, respec-
tively. The �C value is clearly only a rough estimate because,
as evident from the asymmetry of the peak in log T1

−1 vs 1/T
and as discussed in some detail in Ref. 3, spin-lattice relax-
ation shows non-BPP behavior. The activation energy Ea ob-
tained from the slope of the low-temperature side of the T1

−1

peak is 0.50±0.02 eV for the crystal and 0.34±0.03 eV
for the glass, neglecting a possible slight frequency
dependence.3,9 Since the 7Li quadrupolar coupling constants
are comparable for the two modifications �see the experi-
ments presented in Fig. 5 below�, the reduced T1

−1 maximum
can be taken to indicate that the distribution of ionic hopping
rates is broader in the glassy sample.

FIG. 1. Spin-lattice relaxation rate of polycrystalline and glassy
spodumene as a function of the reciprocal temperature for two Lar-
mor frequencies �L /2�. Most of the data recorded at 39 MHz were
taken from Ref. 3. The 46 MHz data are from the present work.
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At low temperatures the difference between the crystalline
and the glassy material is more striking. While a significant
local rate maximum shows up for the polycrystal somewhat
above 100 K, such a feature seems to be absent in the present
glass data �see Fig. 1�. The relaxation rates in the tempera-
ture range below ambient, measured at three different Lar-
mor frequencies, are plotted in Fig. 2 versus temperature. As
expected for motion-induced rate maxima, their positions
�indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2� shift to higher tempera-
tures with the frequency increasing. A quantitative evaluation
will be given below �see Fig. 3�. The observation of a
frequency-dependent rate maximum for the polycrystal is
reminiscent of observations made for aluminosilicate glass
ceramics with different degrees of crystallinity: A dielectric
loss peak is clearly resolved in the ceramic specimen, but it
is barely detectable in the precursor glass.14 This finding was

interpreted to indicate that the well-defined double-well
structure which characterizes the crystal may be largely ab-
sent or at least exhibit a large variability in the glass. It is
noted, however, that in recent �-NMR measurements using
the probe nucleus 8Li it was found that not only crystalline
�-spodumene but also the glassy counterpart exhibits
a—albeit weak—T1

−1 maximum appearing as a shoulder in
the relaxation data at temperatures below the prominent T1

−1

maximum due to long-range Li diffusion.9 In these experi-
ments the Larmor frequency was as low as 3 MHz.

The arguments utilized to compare the results from di-
electric with those from NMR spectroscopy are based on an
expression associating the dielectric loss �� on the scale of
the Larmor frequency with a relaxation rate. The latter can
be written as34,35

1

T1
diel �

����L� + 4���2�L�
�L��

. �4�

Here �� designates the amplitude of the dielectric relaxation
strength. In general, the relaxation rate 1 /T1

diel will not ex-
actly match the spin-lattice relaxation rate obtained from
NMR since the two quantities are related to two somewhat
different correlation functions which typically differ slightly,
e.g., due to their different angular sensitivities.

In order to check the extent to which the maxima seen in
the relaxation rate and in the dielectric loss correspond to
one another, we have compiled both types of results in Fig.
3. Here we compare the dielectric loss peak frequencies
�C=1/ �2��C� with the corresponding values from the spin-
lattice relaxation rate maxima on the basis of the relation that
�L�C=0.62 �Ref. 33�. The data from dielectric spectroscopy
and those from NMR exhibit the same trend, implying that
the two methods are sensitive to the same kind of local mo-
tion. The solid line through the dielectric data reflects an
Arrhenius law �C=�0 exp�−E /kBT� with an attempt fre-
quency �0=7
1012 Hz and an energy barrier of 0.09 eV as
deduced from previous dielectric investigations.14 The corre-
lation rates of the local motion obtained by NMR are smaller
than those from the dielectric data of the polycrystalline ma-
terial, to which the comparison has to be confined in the
present case �see Fig. 3�. A similar, though somewhat larger,
effect has previously been reported for various glasses and
explained by different theoretical concepts comparing spin-
lattice relaxation and conductivity in disordered materials;
see Refs. 16, 17, and 36–38.

In the foregoing we discussed the overall spin-lattice re-
laxation behavior 	T1
=�M�t�dt as estimated from the prop-
erly normalized longitudinal magnetization M�t�. For a spin
system with I=3/2 the magnetization in general reequili-
brates in a nonexponential manner, even under conditions of
nonselective excitation. If the relaxation is purely quadrupo-
lar, then calculations39 show that the satellites and the central
line recover with different �combinations of� rates, so that the
relaxation of the total magnetization is given by M�t�
�e−2W1t+4e−2W2t. Here the rates Wn are proportional to the
spectral densities J�n�L� for n=1,2. Single-exponential re-
laxation is thus only expected in the limit of extreme narrow-
ing for which J��L�=J�2�L�.

FIG. 2. Spin-lattice relaxation times for different Larmor fre-
quencies are shown here as a function of temperature. This repre-
sentation brings the maxima out more clearly than an inverse tem-
perature plot. The solid symbols represent spin-lattice relaxation
rates of crystalline �-spodumene. The T1

−1 maxima clearly depend
on the Larmor frequency and thus allow one to extract typical cor-
relation times �C��2��C�−1=0.62/�L. For the glass �open sym-
bols� no maximum is seen in the temperature range shown in this
figure.

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plot of the correlation rates �divided by 2��
associated with the localized Li motion. The dielectric loss peak
frequencies from Ref. 14 are compared with the frequencies �C that
can be read off from Fig. 2. The solid line corresponds to an energy
barrier of 0.09 eV.
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In the absence of a specific model for the relaxation
mechanism it may be advisable to employ an alternative ap-
proach. Here we will use the stretched exponential function

M�t� � exp�− �t/T1��T� �5�

in order to obtain a phenomenological description. The Kohl-
rausch exponent �T is a measure for the deviation from ex-
ponential magnetization recovery, and the mean relaxation
time is given by 	T1
= �T1 /�T���1/�T�, with � denoting the
gamma function. The temperature dependence of the expo-
nent �T is depicted in Fig. 4. At least for the glassy sample,
it indicates an almost exponential decay at high tempera-
tures.

With decreasing temperature, in the region of the local
T1

−1 maxima, the exponents �T decrease and show minima
themselves. At the lowest temperatures T�200 K, the expo-
nents increase again. Similar to the situation in deuteron spin
systems,40 we may interpret this finding as an indication of
the influence of spin diffusion. Here the apparent averaging
is more effective; i.e., the spin-lattice relaxation is more ex-
ponential, the smaller 1 /T1 is, and thus the closer these rates
are to the �Larmor frequency independent� spin-diffusion
rate. This argument rationalizes why the faster magnetization
recoveries corresponding to lower Larmor frequencies can
get more nonexponential �cf. Fig. 4�: This is simply because
averaging by dipolar interactions here is less effective.

B. NMR spectra

1. Solid-echo spectra

In Fig. 5 we show solid-echo spectra of polycrystalline
and glassy spodumene recorded at room temperature using a
90°-90° pulse sequence. It is seen that the widths of the
central transitions of the two spectra are identical. Within
experimental error we find a full width at half maximum
�FWHM� of the central component, �C=6 kHz �Ref. 41�.
This obviously shows that the mean separation to the other
nuclei and hence the strength of the dipolar interaction do
not depend on the degree of long-range order. For the crystal

the satellite part of the spectra exhibits an almost Gaussian
shape with a FWHM of about �S=63 kHz. The spectrum of
the glassy sample exhibits a somewhat larger width
�86 kHz�. This reflects the larger distortion of the local Li+

environments.
Upon increasing the temperature of the glassy and crys-

talline samples, the contribution of the satellites to the spec-
tral shape steadily decreases and for 400 K�T�525 K and
500 K�T�550 K, respectively, the satellite contributions
are barely discernible �not shown�. As Fig. 6�a� shows at
higher temperatures some quadrupolar intensity reappeared
for the crystal �the glass was not measured for T�525 K�. It
is seen that the spectra of the crystal become more and more
structured upon heating. For temperatures above about
700 K a Pake-like powder pattern is clearly recognized. Mo-
tional processes lead to a rapid decay of the transverse mag-
netization if the average correlation time is of the order of
the inverse quadrupolar coupling constant �roughly
10–50 s�. Therefore, for finite evolution times the quadru-
polar intensity is expected to be smallest when the two time
scales are comparable. Since in the glass the quadrupolar
intensity gets small at lower temperature, this argument
shows that ionic motion is faster in this compound.

Near 600 K an additional broad background signal is vis-
ible for the crystal, suggesting that at these temperatures the
spectra exhibit a two-phase character. In order to support this
hypothesis in Fig. 6�b� we show a spectrum which has been
obtained by adding the solid-echo spectra recorded at 483
and 733 K with equal weights: This spectrum qualitatively
agrees with the one recorded near 600 K. Analogous to other
disordered systems,42 the observation of two-phase spectra
hints at the existence of a broad distribution of motional
correlation times in the crystal.

Overall, the central line dominates the solid-echo spectra.
Therefore we have also measured spin-alignment spectra in
which the central component is largely suppressed.

2. Spin-alignment spectra

Spin-alignment spectra were recorded over a large tem-
perature range from 152 to 833 K. Some representative

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the exponent �T character-
izing the stretching of the longitudinal magnetization recovery ac-
cording to Eq. �5�. At high temperatures spin-lattice relaxation is
almost exponential ��T�1�, at least for the glassy sample. The
more complex behavior seen at lower temperatures is discussed in
the text.

FIG. 5. Comparison of solid-echo spectra recorded at 127 MHz
for crystalline and glassy spodumene employing a 90°-90° pulse
sequence.
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spectra are shown in Fig. 7. At the lowest temperature a
broad structureless line is observed onto which a central fea-
ture is superimposed. At room temperature its width is only
about half that of the central line of the solid-echo spectrum.
The central line here obviously has a different phase than the
broad line as evident from the slight undershoots seen near
the center. Such apparent phase differences between central
and satellite lines were also found in a theoretical analysis
when the homonuclear dipolar interactions between the Li
spins is taken into account.24 The Jeener-Broekaert spectra
remain virtually unchanged up to 400 K, and then the side
maxima of the spectra turn somewhat sharper. Between
about 500 and 550 K they become even more pronounced
and the central component narrows down significantly. Upon
further heating a Pake-like shape emerges onto which a nar-
row central component is superimposed that contains 1% or
less of the total intensity. The residual width of the central
line ��400 Hz� is probably due to the inhomogeneity of our
magnet.

The appearance of a Pake-like powder pattern which can
be described by a partially averaged symmetric ��Q=0�
quadrupole tensor with a peak to peak separation of 53 kHz
��Q=2�
53 kHz� indicates that more than three inequiva-
lent sites are involved in the ion hopping motion. This is
expected on the basis of the disorder in the Si4+ /Al3+ sublat-

tice. On the other hand, the fast ionic motion which takes
place at high temperatures does not average the quadrupolar
interaction completely. This indicates that the tensors corre-
sponding to the finite number of magnetically inequivalent
sites give rise to a preferred orientation within each grain of
our polycrystalline specimens.

In Fig. 8 we compare the spin-alignment spectra of the
spodumene glass with that of the crystal. Here the trends
observed already in the solid-echo spectra �cf. Fig. 5� come
out more clearly. The spin-alignment spectra of the glass are
significantly broader than those of the crystal. Furthermore,
whereas the satellite intensities for the glass tend to vanish at
the highest temperatures shown in Fig. 8, those of the crystal
exhibit a gradual transition to a Pake powder pattern as dis-
cussed above �cf. Fig. 7�.

FIG. 6. �a� Solid-echo spectra of crystalline �-spodumene as
measured using a 90°-64° sequence at 46.1 MHz for various tem-
peratures. The spectra were scaled such that they all exhibit the
same peak intensity and only the lowest 10% of each spectrum is
shown. �b� Composite spectrum obtained by adding spectra taken at
483 and at 733 K with equal weighting after normalizing them to
the same maximum intensity.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependent spin-alignment spectra of the
crystalline phase recorded for tp= tm=10 s at 46.1 MHz. All spec-
tra are normalized to exhibit the same maximum intensity.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the temperature dependent spin-
alignment spectra of �a� glassy and �b� crystalline spodumene for
tp= tm=10 s at 46.1 MHz.
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In order to study the relative phasing of central and satel-
lite contributions we varied the length of the third pulse.
Some results are documented in Fig. 9 where we show the
time domain signals recorded for flip angles �3 of 45° and of
135°. It is seen that the slowly decaying part of the signal,
which gives rise to the central part of the spectrum, is very
similar for both cases. However, the amplitude of the rapidly
decaying quadrupolar part has changed sign upon tripling the
pulse length. In order to quantify these effects we recorded
the echo heights AS and AC, as sketched in Fig. 9, for a wide
range of flip angles �3. In the spectral dimension these am-
plitudes approximately correspond to the integrated dipolar
and quadrupolar intensities. Figure 10 shows that AS roughly
follows a sin�2�3� dependence as expected on the basis of
Eq. �3�. The central contribution AC, on the other hand, ex-
hibits a different behavior which is roughly “mirror symmet-
ric” with respect to flip angles of 90°.

According to the statements summarized in Sec. II, such a
behavior could be rationalized if, prior to the third pulse, the
relevant product states contained contributions from dipolar
coupled 7Li spins that are characterized by odd L. On the
basis of the calculation performed in Ref. 24 such terms
could arise if coherence transfer pathways are violated, e.g.,
by relaxation processes. In any case, for large flip angles the
systematic evolution during the rf pulses cannot be ne-
glected. The complex effects of soft pulses on nonselectively
excited spin-3 /2 systems was extensively studied both theo-
retically and experimentally.43

C. Two-time correlation functions

1. Dependence on evolution and mixing times

We measured the stimulated-echo function S2�tp , tm , t�
with various of the parameters fixed. Similar to previous
studies �cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. 22�, we have checked that for
t= tp and for, e.g., t= tp+68 s the signal contains either di-
polar plus quadrupolar contributions or predominantly the
dipolar contributions, respectively. Also for spodumene we
find a maximum in S2�tp , tm→� , tp+68 s� at a time tD �not
shown�. From measurements at ten different temperatures it
turns out that tD is related to the FWHM of the dipolar line-
width � of the stimulated-echo spectra via tD
�
=0.13±0.04. As in our previous investigations, this product
is compatible with �2��−1 �Ref. 22� and confirms that for
sufficiently small tp the dipolar contributions to the echo
need not be taken into account. Thus for tp→0 one should
have a single-particle view on the ion dynamics.

The mixing time dependence of crystalline �-spodumene
was measured at 46 MHz for 80 K�T�593 K and at
127 MHz for 35 K�T�365 K. In Fig. 11 we present some
results recorded at the higher frequency for an evolution time
of 20 s. It is seen that both the time scale and stretching
evolve smoothly with temperature. Similar decay curves
were obtained at other evolution times. For a description of
these data we used a stretched exponential function

S2�tp,tm,tp� = �S0 + S1 exp�− �tm/��tp����tp���exp�− tm/T1Q� .

�6�

The offset S0, the amplitude S1, the decay constant �, and the
stretching coefficient � in general depend on the evolution

FIG. 9. Time-domain signals generated by a Jeener-Broekaert
sequence with the third pulse set to flip angles of �3=45° �dash-
dotted line� or 135° �dashed line�. The arrows give an impression of
how the dipolar �central� and quadrupolar �satellite� contributions to
the echo intensity were extracted from the data. The solid line is
meant to extrapolate the pedestal to short times. It suggests that the
systematic error introduced by reading off AS at t=100 s and not
at the echo center is relatively minor. The data were recorded for
crystalline �-spodumene at T=304 K with an evolution time tp

=40 s and a mixing time tm=0.1 ms. The Larmor frequency was
117.6 MHz.

FIG. 10. The amplitudes AC and AS, extracted as shown in Fig.
9, are given for a large range of flip angles �3. For this particular set
of data the length of the � /4 pulse corresponded to 2.0 s. It is
seen that AS roughly follows a sin�2�3� dependence, in harmony
with what is expected; cf. Eq. �3�.

FIG. 11. Decays of the spin-alignment echo amplitudes for crys-
talline �-spodumene at various temperatures for tp=20 s and
�L /2�=46.1 MHz. The lines are fits using Eq. �6�.
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time. The second exponential accounts for the decay of the
population states �predominantly of the quadrupolar order�
during the mixing time. The associated time constant is
therefore designated T1Q and should be independent of tp.
For the crystal this was confirmed in a temperature range
between 400 and 900 K. Here, at the shortest tp, a two-step
decay was found. The ratio of the spin-lattice relaxation time
to the long-time decay was T1 /T1Q�2.6±1.0. At lower tem-
peratures no bimodal decays were detected and therefore T1Q
could not be taken into account separately. The time scales
and stretching parameters used to describe the data shown in
Fig. 11 are discussed below.

2. Time scales and stretching

In order to gain an overview of the spin-alignment mea-
surements, in Figs. 12�a� and 12�b� we collected the fitting
parameters as obtained using Eq. �6� for crystalline and
glassy spodumene, respectively. Above ambient temperature
the time constants exhibit a strong variation as a function of
temperature. No Larmor frequency dependence is seen in
this range as expected for correlation times characterizing
ionic hopping processes.22,25 In the temperature range cov-
ered by Fig. 12, the stretching exponents are constant within
experimental error for several Larmor frequencies �not
shown�. We find �=0.5±0.1 for the crystal and �=0.3±0.1
for the glass. The value even for the crystal is quite small,
which may not come unexpected in the light of the observa-
tion of two-phase spectra; cf. Fig. 6. The fact that the stretch-

ing exponent of the glass is even smaller is consistent with
the results for the activation energies Ea obtained from the
low-temperature flanks of the spin-lattice relaxation peaks
for the glass and the crystal in their high-temperature re-
gimes �see Sec. IV A�. Moreover, the strong correlation be-
tween � and Ea, pointed out by Ngai and Martin44 on the
basis of ionic conductivity measurements in glasses with
various compositions, is fulfilled in the present case of an
NMR study in a glass and the corresponding crystalline
counterpart.

As can be recognized from Fig. 13, a frequency depen-
dence emerges for the decay times for temperatures lower
than about 300 K. Furthermore, the temperature dependence
of the decay times is quite small and resembles that of the
spin-lattice relaxation times, which are included in this figure
for comparison. In the temperature range below about 50 K
the motional correlation times estimated from Fig. 3 should
be in the experimental time window �1 ms or slower�. There-
fore we expected to observe some short-time decay of the
two-time correlation function due to the Li+ hopping within
the local double wells. However, no indications for such a
decay could be found; cf. Fig. 11 �Ref. 45�. We point out that
small-amplitude motions in principle are detectable using
stimulated-echo spectroscopy.46 Therefore we speculate that
special circumstances in �-spodumene hamper the detection
of the two-site jumps. It is known that in �-spodumene the
distribution of the local hopping times is very broad, leading
to the observation of a nearly constant loss �NCL�.13,14 NCL
phenomena were intensively studied for a wide variety of ion
conductors in recent years.47

For both spodumene modifications the stretching coeffi-
cients � show no systematic dependence on frequency and
on evolution time �not shown�. For T�300 K the exponents
signal an apparent narrowing of the stimulated-echo decay
�cf. Fig. 11�. The temperature dependence of the stretching
thus suggests that a mechanism is active which leads to an at
least partial averaging of the stimulated-echo decay upon
cooling. The situation resembles that of the spin-lattice re-
laxation in deuteron spin systems, for which spin-diffusion
leads to a narrowing of the longitudinal magnetization recov-
ery upon approaching low temperatures;40 see also the dis-
cussion of Fig. 4, above.

We performed stimulated-echo measurements as a func-
tion of the evolution time for various temperatures. The

FIG. 12. �a� Mean stimulated-echo decay times 	�
 and spin-
lattice relaxation times T1 of crystalline �-spodumene for various
evolution times and Larmor frequencies. �b� Analogous plot for
glassy spodumene. The representation is chosen such that an
Arrhenius law corresponds to a straight line. From the slopes of the
lines shown in this figure the energy barriers given in the text were
calculated.

FIG. 13. Stimulated-echo decay times � and spin-lattice relax-
ation times T1 of crystalline �-spodumene for various evolution
times and Larmor frequencies. Both quantities � and T1 follow the
same trend in the temperature range shown here.
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stretching exponents for crystalline �-spodumene did not
show systematic variations with tp. However, from Fig. 14 it
is seen that the decay times typically do exhibit a strong
dependence on the evolution time, at low temperatures
roughly following a tp

−2 behavior. Such a dependence on the
evolution time suggests that during the experiment the pre-
cession frequencies change in steps that are very small as
compared to the linewidth of the rigid lattice spectrum.42

Two different mechanisms could be responsible for such a
spectral diffusion. On the one hand, the charge disorder ex-
isting in the glass or, when talking about the crystalline
modification, in the Al3+ /Si4+ sublattice leads to a situation
in which the quadrupolar precession frequencies in adjacent
Li sites differ only slightly. Then a Li ion performing a long-
range hopping process could be characterized by a small-step
diffusion process in frequency space. For ions performing
two-site jumps no major dependence of the stimulated-echo
decay time on the evolution time is expected.48 At suffi-
ciently low temperatures the hopping correlation times due
to long-range ionic transport will turn out to be too long to
be seen in the experimental time window of the stimulated-
echo experiment and then cannot be held responsible for the
tp
−2 behavior.

On the other hand, dipolar flip-flop processes among the
central transitions which do not require mass transport also
lead to small changes of the local precession frequencies.
These changes are of the order of the dipolar line width and
in a first approximation should be independent of tempera-
ture. For first-order quadrupolar perturbations, such that the
second-order shifts are much smaller than the dipolar cou-
plings, no dependence on the Larmor frequency should show
up. Interestingly in Fig. 14 we observe that the decay times
determined for long times indeed exhibit, within experimen-
tal error, a universal behavior for T�300 K �Ref. 49�.

For higher temperatures the behavior is different. Al-
though at 354 K the decay times were not measured out to
very long evolution times, the data shown in Fig. 14 suggest
that the mean decay times are smaller than those correspond-

ing to dipolar flip-flop processes. In this context it should be
mentioned that the dipolar coupling as estimated from the
width of the central line of the stimulated-echo spectra is
practically constant for T�400 K; see Sec. IV B 2.

At higher temperatures, e.g., T=503 K, we find an in-
crease of the decay time with increasing evolution time; cf.
Fig. 14. This observation is not completely unexpected since
the evolution times are not short as compared to the hopping
correlation times, at least for longer tp. The dynamics taking
place during tp can no longer be neglected under these cir-
cumstances. Similar to findings in Ag+ ion conducting
glasses, we interpret this as the signature of a motional phase
averaging predominantly affecting the fraction of species
moving fast on the scale set by the evolution time.50 Since in
the presence of a distribution of correlation times this frac-
tion obviously increases with increasing tp, the mean time
constant characterizing the slower �than tp� fraction has to
increase.

3. Comparison with measurements of the electrical conductivity

The foregoing discussion allows us to compare the tem-
perature dependent decay times of the glassy with that of the
crystalline specimens. In Fig. 12 we present the data in a
format which linearizes the Arrhenius law �=�0 exp�E /
kBT�, which provides a good description of our data at high
temperatures. The solid lines in this figure represent energy
barriers of 0.98±0.05 eV for the crystal and 0.58±0.03 eV
for the glass. These values can be compared to the ones
determined from conductivity measurements which yielded
0.80 eV for the crystal and 0.66 eV for the glass.4 These
numbers essentially agree with the activation energies from
the high-temperature sides of the asymmetric peaks in the
log T1

−1 vs 1/T plot �cf. Fig. 1� and confirm that the barriers
against long-range hopping transport are lower if the mobile
ions move in a glassy matrix. Together with the increased
stretching of the response in the amorphous phase, this im-
plies that a larger fraction of low-energy barriers is available
in the glass.

An estimate of the energy barrier may also be attempted
by analyzing the maxima of the spin-lattice relaxation rate
T1

−1 for several Larmor frequencies. If despite the fact that
T1

−1 shows non-BPP behavior also for the crystal �cf. Sec.
IV A� the BPP condition �L�C=0.62 is employed to the crys-
tal T1

−1 data of Ref. 3 and of the present work �cf. Fig. 1�, we
find an energy barrier which is compatible with 1 eV. How-
ever, the absolute values of the correlation times estimated
using the BPP condition are about a factor of 10 smaller than
those extrapolated from the stimulated-echo data. If one as-
sumes a distribution of correlation times, e.g., of the Cole-
Davidson type, for which the spectral density JCD���
=�−1�1+�2�2�−�CD/2sin��CD arctan����� is characterized by
the width exponent �CD, then �L�C at the T1

−1 maximum in
general deviates from 0.62. For �CD=0.3, say, at the T1

−1

maximum �L�C is 2 times larger, thus somewhat mitigating,
but not fully resolving the seeming discrepancy.

V. SUMMARY

In the present article we employed various NMR methods
to study the dynamics of the Li+ ions in a crystalline and in

FIG. 14. Mean stimulated-echo decay times ��tp� as a function
of the evolution time for various temperatures and Larmor frequen-
cies. At and below room temperature all data in this plot exhibit a
quasiuniversal behavior for tp larger than about 100 s. This is
emphasized by the dashed line. Except for the crosses, all data refer
to crystalline �-spodumene.
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the glassy form of spodumene. Previous measurements of the
spin-lattice relaxation rates of these aluminosilicates have
been extended the experiments to higher Larmor frequencies
as well as to lower temperatures. The latter was important
because direct evidence for local spin-lattice relaxation rate
maxima was obtained. The behavior of these peaks in the
relaxation rate was compared with the evolution of dielectric
loss peaks and reasonable agreement was found. This con-
firms the previous assignment that the dielectric relaxation
process is due to a local Li+ hopping in double-well poten-
tials. For the glassy material indications for such a feature
did not show up in the present data.

In order to obtain solid-echo spectra with reduced distor-
tions and also with the proper amplitude ratio of central and
to satellite transitions, we used a 90°-64° sequence in the
experimental part of this work. Justification for this choice
was given on the basis of a simple density matrix calculation.
By comparing the experimental solid-echo spectra with the
stimulated-echo spectra for a large temperature range, we
found that the central transition of the latter is substantially
smaller. The larger variability of the local ion environment of
the Li species in the glass as compared to that in the crystal
is directly reflected in the shape of the spectra.

Then the impact of the nuclear dipole-dipole interactions
on the stimulated-echo spectra and on the corresponding
time-domain experiments was investigated. To this end we
analyzed a large number of experiments for which the evo-
lution and the mixing times were varied. On the basis of
measurements carried out in a wide temperature range and
for several Larmor frequencies, we discussed the conditions
under which ion hopping correlation functions can be ex-
tracted from our data. The hopping correlation function thus
obtained may be viewed as the long-time analog of the in-
termediate incoherent scattering function which probes the
dynamics on the length scale of the typical Li-Li distance.

Our stimulated-echo experiments enabled us to determine
correlation times for the hopping motion in a large tempera-

ture range. Near and above room temperature we found ther-
mally activated behaviors and for each modification—glassy
and crystalline—the energy barriers against long-range ionic
transport could be identified. The energy barriers exhibit a
considerable distribution as can be inferred from the signifi-
cant stretching of the hopping correlation functions. Our ex-
periments show that the latter is more pronounced in the
glass as compared to the crystal and correlated with the cor-
responding activation energies obtained from the spin-lattice
relaxation experiments.

Using the stimulated-echo method, so far it has not been
possible to detect any indications of the local Li ion hopping
in the ultraslow regime. On the other hand, the modulation of
the electrical field gradient at the Li site, which is associated
with this two-site jump, is sufficient to lead to a signature in
the spin-lattice relaxation rate near 120 K. From dielectric
spectroscopy it is known that this process, which at
40 to 50 K is in the milliseconds to seconds regime, is gov-
erned by a broad distribution of energy barriers. Since the
width of the associated distribution of correlation times is
inversely proportional to temperature, this may rationalize
the failure to observe this two-site jump using the stimulated-
echo method at relatively low temperatures.
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